TRAIL SAFETY

Riding bicycles on rough terrain trails is an inherently dangerous activity. Be Safe – Wear a Helmet – It’s Just Good Sense. Please report trail condition concerns to JCPRD Offices at (913) 438-7275.

TRAIL ETHICS

1. LEAVE NO TRACE. Do not hike or ride on unpaved trails when conditions may cause you to leave evidence of your passing. Using trails during wet conditions will accelerate erosion and maintenance costs.

2. STAY ON EXISTING TRAILS. Creating new trails or shortcuts negatively affects future users.

3. PACK OUT WHAT YOU PACK IN. Litter along the trail decreases the enjoyment for all.

4. BE COURTEOUS OF WILDLIFE AND OTHER USERS.

5. LEAVE NATURE WHERE YOU FIND IT. Please leave the wildflowers for others to enjoy.
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Mtn Bike Trails
Outer Hank 3.0 mi.
Inner Hank 1.5 mi.
Eddy Loop 1.6 mi.

TRAIL CONDITIONS
(913) 204-0204 X 5
CALL AHEAD FOR TRAIL CLOSING DURING WET WEATHER
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